








To select Tristan Tzara as the central figure in the emergence of Dada is immediately to neglect other Dada personalities with alternative claims to the name and its associated practices. Tzara’s ‘manifestations’ were primarily theatrical in Cabaret Voltaire and for the short sensation of Dada in Paris from 1920, but other aspects of Dada belonged to practitioners in Berlin, Hanover, Cologne and New York. Tzara himself often insisted that Dada should not be considered as an artistic movement with a distinct aesthetic, yet the quarrels within and between Dada circles are legion and, on occasion, escalated to public violence that overtook the rhetorical vehemence of their disputes in periodicals and manifestos. As has long been known, ‘by 1922 nearly everyone had at one time or another publicly broken with everyone else, or publicly denounced Dada, or founded a countermovement’.​[1]​ André Breton, who had awaited Tzara’s arrival in Paris as that of a visiting prophet, led just such a counter movement, with his ‘Manifesto of Surrealism’ in 1924, borrowing Dadaists’ ideas but not their indiscipline. Breton’s policing of surrealism contrasts with the variety within Dada; Dada was a distinct practice city by city and responded to each context differently.  
Beyond the Paris disputes, there was no better unity in German Dada, with Raoul Hausmann and Richard Huelsenbeck refusing to admit Kurt Schwitters to their Dada Club reputedly because they disliked his bourgeois face. The real reason was unlikely to be so Dada; in the political tumult of post-war Berlin, Huelsenbeck and Hausmann were committed Communists, whereas Schwitters worked with an apolitical form of Dada, which he rechristened ‘Merz’. In New York, the art of Marcel Duchamp and Man Ray might be claimed as Dada practices before Dada was named in Zurich in 1916. Tzara’s identification of a Dada spirit did not hold tightly to logic or chronology; instead, practitioners could easily be ‘dadaists without knowing it, and perhaps even before the birth of dada’.​[2]​ Francis Picabia, peripatetic between New York, Barcelona and Paris, and a visitor to Zurich, was instrumental in spreading the ‘virgin microbe’ of Dada, encouraging its mutations; as Tzara writes, Dada ‘changes — affirms — says the opposite at the same time — no importance — shouts — goes fishing’.​[3]​ Every identifiable participant in Dada, whether willing or not, became publicly named as its President during Tzara’s association with Breton and Picabia in Paris. The number of Presidents reached 391, with the Prince of Monaco perhaps most unaware of this honour. For Tzara, Dada would accordingly adapt into ‘391 different attitudes and colours according to the sex of the president’; there is only one unwanted identity: ‘Dada is not a literary school, howl.’​[4]​ 
	As author of seven manifestos, Tzara evaded providing any stable theoretical identity for Dada, cultivating instead a non-definition to invite dispute and re-interpretation. Indeterminacy is key to Dada’s international application as a multi-purpose disruptive element. Tzara’s manifestos are blatantly incoherent; they are also polemics to be performed and to generate notoriety, as ‘publicity and business are also poetic elements’.​[5]​ Tzara’s ‘Dada Manifesto 1918’ was billed as a ‘Soirée Tristan Tzara’ at a venue more prestigious than former Cabaret Voltaire lodgings. Its advertisement is a decidedly Dadaist notice: 

Manifesto, antithesis thesis antiphilosophy, Dadadada dada  dada dadaist spontaneity dadaist disgust laughter poem tranquillity sadness diarrhea is also a sentiment war business poetic element infernal propeller economic spirit jemenfoutisme national anthem posters for whorehouses draymen tossed on stage, savage outbursts against the rarefaction of academic intelligence etc.​[6]​ 

Tzara delivered a manifesto to denounce manifestos, as befits an anarchic practice that has no intention of setting down its own defining rules. As Tzara begins, ‘To launch a manifesto you have to want: A. B. & C., and fulminate against 1, 2, & 3’, but, in this case, ‘I am writing a manifesto and there’s nothing I want, and yet I’m saying certain things, and in principle I am against manifestos, as I am against principles.’​[7]​ Tzara is ‘against systems; the most acceptable system is that of having none on no principle’ (p. 9). He gives a demonstration rather than a definition: ‘I’m writing this manifesto to show that you can perform contrary actions at the same time, in one single, fresh breath; I am against action; as for continual contradiction, and affirmation too, I am neither for nor against them, and I won’t explain myself because I hate common sense’ (p. 4). In short, ‘DADA DOES NOT MEAN ANYTHING’ (p. 4), or is, at least, as little determined as possible. Tzara’s illogical reasoning follows from his contention that ‘[l]ogic is always false. It draws the superficial threads of concepts and words towards illusory conclusions and centres. Its chains kill, an enormous myriapod that asphyxiates independence’ (p. 11). Independence, freedom and generative chaos could not survive a more sensible manifesto that provides definitions to exclude contrary practices. Instead, Tzara disavows responsibility for creating a movement, while, in an aside, simultaneously claiming his part in Dada’s formation:

	I always speak about myself because I don’t want to convince, and I have no right to drag others in my wake, I’m not compelling anyone to follow me, because everyone makes art in his own way […]. Thus DADA was born*, [*In 1916 at the CABARET VOLTAIRE in Zurich] out of a need for independence, out of mistrust for the community. People who join us keep their freedom. We don’t accept any theories. We’ve had enough of the cubist and futurist academies: laboratories of formal ideas. (p. 5)

Isolated recommendations can appear, if we understand that ‘A priori, in other words with its eyes closed, Dada places before action and above all: Doubt.  DADA doubts everything’, and in order to do so fully, ‘the real dadas are against DADA’.​[8]​ Dada can therefore be ‘a word that throws up ideas so they can be shot down’, Dadaists are ‘[d]runk with energy’, and know ‘there is great destructive, negative work to be done. To sweep, to clean’.​[9]​ Tzara is speaking ‘[a]fter the carnage’ (p. 5) of World War One, ‘the aggressive, complete folly of a world left in the hands of bandits who have demolished and destroyed the centuries. With neither aim nor plan, without organisation: uncontrollable folly, decomposition’ (p. 12). Dada’s own destructive manifestations shadowed and satirized the war from neutral Zurich; Tzara’s circle were refugees from this conflagration with ‘war deserters’ as a conscious part of their identities. It is what transpired at Cabaret Voltaire in Zurich from February 1916, in both collaboration and competition, that shows an infant Dadaism created in often spontaneous action, a purer and more varied expression then any theoretical statement.
	Each participant in Cabaret Voltaire arrived in Zurich with a background coloured by the war. Tzara was dispatched to Zurich by his parents from Romania to avoid the military conscription to which he was subject, despite his Jewish identity removing his right to Romanian citizenship. In law, he was stateless. Emmy Hennings, the single professional cabaret performer among the Zurich group, had served a prison sentence for forging foreign passports for others absconding from the military draft. Hugo Ball, co-founder of the journal Die Revolution, which used as its slogan ‘Let Us Be Chaotic’, saw the first issue ‘confiscated by the police, and Ball put on trial in April 1914 for subversive poetry’; in an inadvertently Dadaist verdict, ‘the judge ruled that because the poems did not make any sense, they could not be subversive’.​[10]​ Nevertheless, Ball and Hennings departed from Germany to Zurich in May 1915, again on forged papers. Ball’s false name led this time to a spell behind bars for him in Switzerland. Hans Arp escaped military conscription on the grounds of mental instability; Marcel Janco, like Tzara, left Romania for the safety of Zurich. Richard Huelsenbeck, already acquainted with Ball from a joint soirée on Futurism, arrived in Zurich as a pacifist medical student. Hans Richter followed, wounded from military service, in 1916.  
	The group came together fortuitously, with Tzara and Marcel Janco responding to an advertisement placed by Ball and Hennings in the Neue Zürcher Zeitung:

Cabaret Voltaire. Under this name a group of young writers and artists has formed in the hall of the ‘Meierei’ at Spiegelgasse 1 with the object of becoming a center for artistic entertainment and intellectual exchange. The Cabaret Voltaire will be run on the principle of daily meetings where visiting artists will perform their music and poetry. The young artists of Zurich, whatever their orientation, are invited to bring along their ideas and contributions. The artistic director is Hugo Ball, formerly Dramaturg at the Munich Kammerspiele. The opening will take place on the coming Saturday, 5 February.​[11]​ 

The Cabaret Voltaire interior ran to twenty tables with a maximum capacity of fifty, but it had the vast ambition to abolish the conditions that led to war. As Janco put this, ‘We had lost confidence in our “culture.” Everything had to be demolished. We would begin again after the tabula rasa. At the Cabaret Voltaire we began by shocking the bourgeois, demolishing his idea of art, attacking common sense, public opinion, education, institutions, museums, good taste, in short, the whole prevailing order.’​[12]​ For Arp, ‘[t]he chaos of our era is the result of […] overestimating […] reason’; Dada would turn another way: ‘We were seeking an elementary art to cure man of the frenzy of the times.’​[13]​ Within three weeks of its first night, Ball saw that, ‘Everyone has been seized by an indefinable intoxication. The little cabaret is about to come apart at the seams and is getting to be a playground for crazy emotions.’​[14]​ By April, Ball ventured that the ‘spontaneous foolishness’ of the Cabaret could destroy the ‘grandiose slaughters’ of the war (p. 61). The confrontational entertainment at Cabaret Voltaire brought new techniques of the modernist avant-garde to Zurich — Laban School dancers in Janco’s neo-African masks, Huelsenbeck’s a-rhythmic drumming, noise music, incantation, simultaneous poetry and, from Ball, sound poetry. His poetry abandoned denotative language, substituting pure sounds, free of any rational sense or syntactical structure. Ball made this poetry for live performance, for ‘[r]eciting aloud has become the touchstone of the quality of a poem for me, and I have learned (from the stage) to what extent today’s literature is worked out as a problem at a desk […] instead of for the ears of living human beings’ (p. 54). These performances became akin to a liturgy for Ball, and qualify as the art later described by Tzara as that which is ‘written out of the author’s real necessity, and for his own benefit’.​[15]​ Ball explains this rite after his last performance:

My legs were in a cylinder of shiny blue cardboard, which came up to my hips so that I looked like an obelisk. Over it I wore a huge coat collar cut out of cardboard, scarlet inside and gold outside. It was fastened at the neck in such a way that I could give the impression of winglike movement by raising and lowering my elbows. I also wore a high, blue-and-white-striped witch doctor’s hat. […] I could not walk inside the cylinder so I was carried onto the stage in the dark and began slowly and solemnly:
gadji beri bimba
		glandridi lauli lonni cadori
		gadjama bim beri glassala
glandridi glassala tuffm i zimbrabim
blassa galassala tuffm i zimbrabim …

[…] I noticed that my voice had no choice but to take on the ancient cadence of priestly lamentation, that style of liturgical singing that wails in all the Catholic churches of East and West. […] Then the lights went out, as I had ordered, and bathed in sweat, I was carried down off the stage like a magic bishop. (pp. 70–71)

As Annabelle Melzer recounts, Ball’s sound poetry made a suitable impact: ‘After an initial period of confusion, the audience exploded, laughing, screaming, applauding.’​[16]​  
Ball had been in correspondence with F. T. Marinetti before the inception of Cabaret Voltaire; his sound poetry fulfils Marinetti’s orders ‘to destroy syntax, to scatter nouns at random’, ‘[a]bolish punctuation’, ‘orchestrate images by arranging them with a maximum of disorder’ and produce ‘Words-in-Freedom’ from an ‘untrammeled imagination’.​[17]​ Ball records Marinetti’s ideas in his Dada Diary in June 1916: ‘With the sentence having given way to the word, the circle around Marinetti began resolutely with “parole in libertá”’ (p. 68). Ball’s sound poetry matches Marinetti’s ‘compendium of noises’, made possible as ‘our lyrical intensity must be free to dismantle and remake words, cutting them in half, extending and reinforcing their centers or their extremities, increasing or reducing the number of their vowels and consonants’.​[18]​ Marinetti’s poems were read aloud at Cabaret Voltaire and the Dada circle had absorbed his lessons on the dismissal of a rotten culture and its deranged version of rationality; thus, ‘I have taught you to hate libraries and museums, so as to prepare you for hating intelligence’.​[19]​ From Marinetti too, Tzara would learn in practice in Zurich, and take to Paris, ‘The Pleasures of Being Booed’ and also come to understand fully the aggressive appeal of the statement that ‘we Futurists instruct authors to despise the public’.​[20]​ As its Dadaist inventiveness increased, Cabaret Voltaire became a model of Marinetti’s ‘Variety Theater’, where ‘[i]t is absolutely necessary to eradicate all logic from shows […], to multiply the number of contrarieties in them, and to make the improbable and absurd reign supreme on the stage’.​[21]​ Cabaret Voltaire’s acts, as enumerated by Tzara on 26 February 1916, are beyond improbable in their variety:

	Gala night—simultaneous poem in 3 languages, protest noise Negro music/ Hosenlatz Ho osenlatz/ piano Typerrary Lanterna magica demonstration last proclamation!!  invention dialogue!!  DADA! latest novelty!!! bourgeois syncope, BRUITIST music, latest rage, song Tzara dance protests—the big drum—red light, policemen—songs cubist paintings post cards song Cabaret Voltaire—patented simultaneous poem Tzara Ho osenlatz and van Hoddis Hü ülsenbeck Hoosenlatz whirlwind Arp-two-step demands liquor smoke towards the bells / a whispering of: arrogance / silence Mme Hennings, Janco declaration, transatlantic art = the people rejoice star hurled upon the cubist tinkle dance.​[22]​

Tzara’s ‘patented’ simultaneous poetry takes Marinetti’s own ideas of simultaneous timelines in theatre into an extreme of discordant cacophony. This performance required Huelsenbeck, Janco and Tzara to take their bows and recite ‘The Admiral Looks for a Place to Rent’ simultaneously in German, English, and French. As Rasula notes, further noise came from ‘a drum, whistle, and rattle as accompaniment’; we can notice also that the spoken verses were in ‘conspicuously the main combatant languages’.​[23]​ 
Tzara and Ball soon ensured that Dada had two incompatible versions of itself: ‘Whereas Tzara had been swept up in the bear-baiting side of Dada, following in the footsteps of the Futurist Marinetti, for Ball these liturgical cadences he’d performed in costume epitomised Dada.’​[24]​ Arp’s description of Janco’s painting of Cabaret Voltaire (1916), gives a sense of both the disparate performances on stage and the audience response provoked: 

On the stage of a gaudy, motley, overcrowded tavern there are several weird and peculiar figures representing Tzara, Janco, Ball, Huelsenbeck, Madame Hennings, and your humble servant. Total pandemonium. The people around us are shouting, laughing, and gesticulating. Our replies are sighs of love, volleys of hiccups, poems, moos, and miaowing of medieval Bruitists. Tzara is wiggling his behind like the belly of an Oriental dancer. Janco is playing an invisible violin and bowing and scraping. Madame Henning, with a Madonna face, is doing the splits. Huelsenbeck is banging away nonstop on a great drum, with Ball accompanying him on the piano, pale as a chalky ghost. We were given the honorary title of Nihilists.​[25]​ 

Ball’s capacity to withstand the demands of the nightly Cabaret was limited; as he confided in his Dada Diary, ‘With all the tension the daily performances are not just exhausting, they are crippling. In the middle of the crowds I start to tremble all over. Then I simply cannot take anything in, drop everything, and flee’ (p. 57). Part of Ball’s anxiety was caused by police surveillance and the threat of expulsion for foreign nationals if Swiss neutrality was compromised. Moreover, and decisively, the Dutch proprietor of the Meierei restaurant, Jan Ephraim, whose backroom accommodated Cabaret Voltaire, declared that they were bankrupting him, with his furniture smashed by drunken patrons and by a cavalier attitude to whether admission fees to the Cabaret were collected. Ephraim closed the Cabaret in July 1916. ‘I cut the throat of the Dutchman’ was Tzara’s response in print;​[26]​ in practice, the Cabaret moved venue to become ‘Galerie Dada’ in March 1917 for an apparently more genteel clientele. Meanwhile, the dispute between Ball and Tzara escalated, and, according to Huelsenbeck, ‘Ball remembered his inward nature, [and] withdrew definitively from Dada and from all art’.​[27]​ Before this final breach, Ball and Hennings would briefly return to the Galerie, under the impression that it might have ‘surmounted the barbarisms of the cabaret’.​[28]​
	Galerie Dada would last for eleven weeks, providing a venue for lectures, exhibitions and six further Dada manifestations. Its final event took place, without the disabused Ball and Hennings, in April 1919 and was recorded by Richter as ‘the grand soirée’ and Dada’s ‘greatest success — and its end’, at least in Zurich.​[29]​  To Tzara’s satisfaction, ‘1500 persons filled the hall already boiling in the bubbles of bamboulas’.​[30]​ Against a backdrop of giant cucumbers painted by Richter and Arp, Tzara multiplied the voices for simultaneous poetry in a performance of ‘The Fever of the Male’ during which ‘all hell broke loose’: ‘A poème simultané by Tristan Tzara, performed by twenty people who did not always keep in time with each other. This was what the audience, and especially its younger members, had been waiting for.  Shouts, whistles, chanting in unison, laughter … all of which mingled more or less anti-harmoniously with the bellowing of the twenty on the platform.’​[31]​ As the show progressed,  Hans Heusser performed his ‘anti-tunes’ to ‘[s]ome slight opposition’; Arp’s ‘Cloud Pump’ was accompanied by ‘laughter and cries of “Rubbish”’; then Dr Walter Serner arrived on stage, dressed as a bridegroom, carrying a headless tailor’s dummy, a bouquet and a chair in which to sit with his back to the audience. He read an anarchistic vision from his own ‘Final Dissolution’:

Then the catcalls began, scornful at first, then furious. ‘Rat, bastard, you’ve got a nerve!’ until the noise almost entirely drowned Serner’s voice, which could be heard, during a momentary lull, saying the words ‘Napoleon was a big strong oaf after all.’ […] That really did it […]. [T]he young men, most of whom were in the gallery, leaped on to the stage, brandishing pieces of the balustrade (which had survived intact for several hundred years), chased Serner into the wings and out of the building, smashed the tailor’s dummy and the chair, and stamped on the bouquet. […] A madness had transformed individual human beings into a mob. The performance was stopped, the lights went up, and faces distorted by rage gradually returned to normal. People were realizing that not only Serner’s provocations, but also the rage of those provoked, had something inhuman … and that this had been the reason for Serner’s performance in the first place.​[32]​ 

As ringmaster of this melee, Tzara felt Serner drew from his audience ‘a psychosis that explains war and epidemics’.​[33]​ Richter feared that Tzara ‘must have been torn to pieces’ during this period of mob rule, but ‘found him at last sitting in the restaurant, peacefully and contentedly counting the takings’ of Dada’s biggest box office success.​[34]​ 
	Tzara now published the magazine Dada, damned with faint praise as ‘widely purchased’, but containing ‘commercial art and nothing else’, according to Huelsenbeck, who opposed the promotion of Dada in any mercenary direction.​[35]​ Tzara himself proudly alleged that, up to 15 October 1919, ‘8580 articles on dadaism have appeared in the newspapers and magazines’ of 56 cities across the globe.​[36]​ He wrote countless letters further publicizing Dada to figures in the Italian and French avant-garde. After the uproar of the Serner performance, and the war over, the original Cabaret Voltaire group disbanded, to land again in other European cities.  
Huelsenbeck had left Zurich earlier in 1917 for Berlin, where Switzerland’s ‘international profiteers’ stood in stark contrast to a city where ‘men’s minds were concentrating more and more on questions of naked existence’: ‘Here we would have to proceed with entirely different methods, if we wanted to say something to the people.’​[37]​ Huelsenbeck published an agenda of political reform to explain ‘What is Dadaism and what does it want in Germany?’.  The first stipulation was ‘The international revolutionary union of all creative and intellectual men and women on the basis of radical communism’ (p. 41).  Other demands were uniquely Dadaist, with ‘[d]aily meals at public expense for all creative and intellectual men and women on the Potsdamer Platz’, ‘[c]ompulsory adherence of all clergymen and teachers to the Dadaist articles of faith’, the ‘[i]ntroduction of the simultaneist poem as a Communist state prayer’, ‘[r]equisition of churches for the performance of bruitism, simultaneist and Dadaist poems’ and ‘[i]mmediate organization of a large scale Dadaist propaganda campaign with 150 circuses for the enlightenment of the proletariat’ (pp. 41–42).  In this political variant, ‘Dada is German Bolshevism’ and the Dadaist ‘sees his mission in smashing the cultural ideology of the Germans’ (p. 44). Heroic in conscious futility, the ‘Dadaist revolutionary central council’ behind this set of Dadaist demands were solely Huelsenbeck and Raoul Hausmann.
Tzara’s destination was instead Paris, where, in Huelsenbeck’s sardonic words, ‘he had himself enthroned, anointed and elected pope of the world Dada movement’ (p. 35). The beginning of Tzara’s mission to Paris in January 1920 was nevertheless a shambles. Instead of arriving in triumph as a force to reinvigorate the post-war French avant-garde, Tzara missed his welcoming committee. Breton kept vigil during January to greet Tzara, who consistently failed to appear. On 17 January, as Tzara finally travelled to Paris, Breton was absent and Tzara had to make his own uncertain way to the apartment of Picabia’s mistress, Germaine Everling, nearly a year after his invitation, and just as she had given birth. Everling’s maid was about to turn Tzara away after failing to understand his Slavic-accented French. Finally, Breton was summoned, arriving with Paul Éluard, Louis Aragon and Philippe Soupault, who would be the core group of substitute Dada performers for Tzara’s ‘manifestations’ in Paris.
	Tzara’s debut was planned for 23 January, at the Premier Vendredi de Littérature, where his performance proved sufficiently shocking to garner instant notoriety. As Hentea reports, Tzara became the main event: 

The second half of the program began with Aragon reading Tzara’s ‘Le Géant blanc lépreux du paysage,’ an absurd collection of images punctured by meaningless sounds. […] The poem directly insulted the audience to boot: ‘he is thin idiotic dirty he does not understand my verses he screams.’ After finishing the final lines of pure sound to whistles from the audience, Aragon announced the flesh-and-blood presence of the Zurich Dada leader. A ‘stupefying silence’ fell upon the crowd as Tzara took exaggeratedly tiny steps onto the stage. From his pocket he unfolded the most recent parliamentary speech by Léon Daudet, a far-right deputy and coeditor of L’Action Française. He proceeded to cut it up with scissors, put the fragments in a hat, and pulled them out to make a poem. […] This foreigner mutilating the words of a staunch French patriot […] sent the audience into a delirium. There were shouts of ‘enough, enough,’ ‘back to Zurich,’ and ‘up against the wall.’​[38]​ 





Choose from this paper an article of the length you want to make your poem.
Cut out the article.
Next carefully cut out each of the words that makes up this article and put them all in a bag.
Shake gently.
Next take out each cutting one after the other.
Copy conscientiously in the order in which they left the bag.
The poem will resemble you.
And there you are — an infinitely original author of charming sensibility, even though unappreciated by the vulgar herd.​[39]​

The new Paris circle set about publicizing a second Dada matinée for 5 February 1920, with Tzara concocting a press release announcing Charlie Chaplin as part of the show, an entirely fictitious claim, but which fooled reporters into promoting Dada. The absence of Chaplin at the event and consequent audience anger set up the performance: 

The crowd’s fury became an integral part of the show as the Dadaists responded by more clearly pronounced insults. The audience could neither believe nor understand what exactly was happening on stage. […] Words mixed with music, sounds without meaning, decorations without sense, interruptions for no reason, a poem made by industrial scissors; it was madness, and the audience couldn’t get enough of it. […] The performance ended with a certain Buisson, a palm reader and newspaper vendor, asking women to come on stage to have their future read from the lines on their feet. In true Dada spirit, he insulted the Dadaists for insulting the audience, which earned him a standing ovation.​[40]​

In print, Dadaphone, equivalent to Dada 7, was issued in March 1920, publishing  Picabia’s uncompromising ‘Manifeste Cannibale Dada’, with its contempt for French patriotism and the war dead: ‘You die as a hero, or as an idiot, which is the same thing’, while those commemorating this sacrifice ‘like death for others’.​[41]​ Picabia emphasized the destructiveness of Dada, not just against the art establishment, but towards a far wider, and gullible, public:

DADA itself does not feel anything, it is nothing, nothing, nothing.
It is like your hopes: nothing.
Like your paradise: nothing.
Like your idols: nothing.
Like your politicians: nothing.
Like your heroes: nothing.
Like your artists: nothing.
Like your religions: nothing.
Keep on booing, keep on screaming, beat me up, and then what?
		What? I will still tell you that you are all suckers. In three months’ 
		time my friends and I will sell our paintings to you for a
		tidy sum.​[42]​

What remained of value to Tzara and Breton’s circle was the scandal of Alfred Jarry’s Ubu Roi, first performed in December 1886 at Maison de l’Oeuvre, which Tzara proceeded to hire for 29 March 1920. Ubi Roi dispensed with all conventions of naturalism, with Jarry’s cast provided instead with cardboard horses, wooden costumes, masks, and an outlandish plot about political foolishness and greed. At its 1886 premiere, painted cardboard costumes were unfinished and essential music unprepared, recalling the amateur enthusiasm that first animated Dada in Zurich. For Jarry’s larger purpose, ‘the scene should confront the public like the exaggerating mirror […] in which the depraved saw themselves […]. It is not surprising that the public should have been aghast at the sight of its ignoble other self, which it had never before been shown completely.’​[43]​ After its opening profanity, ‘aghast’ understates the play’s reception; the show was stopped immediately, with W. B. Yeats, who found himself in the audience, describing shouting for and against the play, shaken fists and fighting; he famously concluded, ‘what more is possible?  After us the Savage God.’​[44]​ Tzara’s Dada reprise at the same venue heard audience screams of anger again, at which, Germaine Everling reports, he shed ‘tears of joy’.​[45]​
In May, Breton and his circle published twenty-three manifestos on Dada in Littérature. ‘The Dada Festival’ was planned for 26 May 1920 featuring ‘sodomist music’, ‘motionless dance’, ‘a Dada magician’ and, as a final flourish in its advertisement, ‘we will discover Dada’s sex’.​[46]​ Tzara’s La Deuxième Aventure céleste de Monsieur Antipyrine was presented with its cast all costumed as white candles. Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes performed his motionless dance entitled ‘Danse Frontière’ within a cardboard funnel which moved on its apex. His funnel served double-duty as a target and receptacle for fruit, vegetables and raw meat thrown by the audience. To Tzara’s approval, the audience themselves were now ‘very dada’.​[47]​ The revelation of Dada’s sex opened the show, with ‘a phallic cylinder of white cardboard resting on two balloons […]. As the heat in the auditorium began to affect the balloons, they slowly shrank, carrying the paper phallus with them and sending Tzara into the wings shouting “the sex is collapsing”.’​[48]​ 
But the enthusiasm of the Dada circle in Paris was also deflating slowly after six months of 1920 and throughout 1921. Shock tactics would sell out theatres with audiences enjoying their own outrage, but obliging the Dada circle to pander to these now fixed expectations. The ‘new idea’ became a tyranny and Dada manifestations lapsed into sideshows at exhibitions by Max Ernst and Man Ray in 1921, or interventions from the auditorium, notably to disrupt Marinetti’s lecture in Paris earlier in January 1921, despite the congruence of their ideas. In April 1921, the Dada circle announced ‘the first in a proposed series of Dada “visits” to sites of negligible interest’,​[49]​ an idea that appeals as irrational thinking, but not in practice, nor, during their single excursion, in the rain.  
Breton was organizing elsewhere; on 13 May 1921, he staged a mock trial of Maurice Barrès on charges of ‘an attack against the security of the spirit’, in acting as a mouthpiece for right-wing patriotic propaganda.​[50]​ Breton led this inquisition with due seriousness: ‘literary value would be assessed, an author’s public responsibilities would be judged, and prescriptive norms issued.  That this enterprise was inimical, in both method and goal, to everything Dada stood for was not lost on Tzara.’​[51]​ As Tzara was called as a witness, he took the opportunity to sabotage the whole enterprise. His answer as to whether he would swear to the tell the truth was ‘No’; he informed the tribunal that as it was constituted by ‘bastards’, it was of little consequence if Barrès was one too; he had ‘no confidence in justice, even if justice is done by Dada’, ending his testimony in song: ‘Eat some chocolate | Wash your brain | Dada | Dada | Drink some water.’​[52]​ The trial itself was halted when the ‘unknown soldier’, played by Benjamin Péret, was called to the stand in a gas mask and German uniform: ‘The public, breaking out into “La Marseillaise,” rushed the stage to prevent this defamation of the war dead.’​[53]​ Finally, Breton had Barrès convicted as charged and sentenced the dummy that stood in for the defendant to twenty years of hard labour. 
By January1922, Breton became concerned with unifying avant-garde practices within a modernist movement, for which an ‘International Congress for the Determination of the Directives and Defense of the Modern Spirit’ was constituted. Breton’s zeal for systemization was as strong as Tzara’s aversion to limiting diverse practice to accord with theoretical terms. Breton would later provide a definition and encyclopedia entry for surrealism, open a bureaucratic ‘office of surrealist research’ (first administrated, before Breton had him expelled from the movement, by Antonin Artaud), and insist that ‘I am not authorized to let cads, shammers, opportunists, false witnesses, and informers run around loose’.​[54]​ For his new Congress, Breton tried to contain Tzara by asking him to join its organizing committee. Tzara declined with unusual diplomacy. In reply, Breton’s animosity was on full display:

At this time the undersigned, members of the organising committee, wish to warn the public against the machinations of a character known as the promotor of a ‘movement’ coming from Zurich, which demands no other designation, and which today no longer corresponds to any reality. The committee takes this opportunity to once again guarantee each person, contrary to certain malicious insinuations, complete freedom of action within the congress. All tendencies, even the most extreme, including those that claim to represent the person to whom we are referring, will be taken equally into consideration. The only thing we will not permit is for the fate of the enterprise to depend upon the schemes of an imposter hungry for fame.​[55]​
 
That the ‘undersigned’ had not been consulted, along with Breton’s chauvinism about Tzara’s ‘coming from Zurich’, led to a vote of no confidence in Breton’s leadership of the Congress, which then foundered. Inadvertently, Tzara led Breton to sabotage his own enterprise.
	Breton’s imposition of disciplined tenets in surrealism, despite their incongruence with the irrationalism it exists to explore, did succeed in consigning Dadaism to a supporting role within the history of the French avant-garde. RoseLee Goldberg goes so far as to assert that ‘although the Parisians accepted the term “Dada” as a description of their works, many of the performances during the early twenties already had a definitely Surrealist flavour and could in retrospect be considered as Surrealist works’.​[56]​ Surrealism is securely preserved in the visual arts of the twentieth century; Tzara’s Dadaism was primarily performative, ephemeral and often responding directly to a cultural context that has itself disappeared. Besides his manifestos, poems and writings in journals, Tzara’s major extant work is a play, The Gas Heart, first performed in 1921, with a swift revival in 1923 that tested Dada to  destruction in Paris.
	The Gas Heart opened on 10 June 1921 at a Salon Dada; its opening stage directions set up a chaotic spectacle:
 
NECK is above the stage; NOSE is opposite, above the audience. All the other characters enter and exit at random. The gas-heated heart walks slowly, a grand circulation; this is the only and the biggest fraud of the century — in three acts […]. The performers have been begged to give the same attention to this play that a masterpiece as powerful as Macbeth or Chantecler deserves, but to treat the author, who is not a genius, with little respect, and to take seriously the lack of seriousness in the text, which does not add any novelty at all to theatrical technique.​[57]​ 

Facial features designate the cast: EYE, EAR, MOUTH, NOSE, NECK, and EYEBROW.  EYE opens by repeating the lines ‘Statues, jewelry, grilled meats’ and then ‘Cigar, button, nose’ (pp. 34–35). Protest is built in: ‘Your play is charming, but no one can understand any of it’, a line directed to EYEBROW, played by Tzara. His reply both dismisses the question and adds evidence to it: ‘There is nothing in it to understand; everything is easy to do and take.  Bottleneck of thought, from which the whip will leave’ (pp. 34–35). Eventually, a repeated motif gains significance, from ‘I don’t understand anything about the noises of the next war’, ‘Have you felt the horrors of war?’ (pp. 47–48) to ‘My lung is made of lungs and not of cardboard’ and ‘Vertebrate Easter in military cages’ (p. 50). EAR adds, ‘He is not a being because he is made of pieces’ (p. 40). Tzara comments on his deconstruction of coherent language, but more importantly on the facial disfigurement and mutilation of the body so prevalent, and so unprecedented, in mechanized warfare. The combination of ‘gas’ and ‘lungs’ would also be very clear in this context. As Stanton B. Garner explains, ‘The number and severity of facial injuries during the war resulted from the conditions of trench warfare, which exposed the head and face to machine guns, mortars, and other weapons from the war’s technologically advanced armoury.’​[58]​ Paintings by Otto Dix and George Grosz, both affiliates of German Dada, also depict the mutilation of faces and bodies suffered by returning soldiers from the Front. A small industry in masks came into being, to protect a public frightened by the disfigurement of veterans’ faces. 
	The next performances of The Gas Heart were planned for 6 and 7 July in 1923 as part of the ‘Soirée of the Bearded Heart’. It was preceded by poems from Dadaists with whom Tzara had quarrelled; a contingent of the disaffected, led by Breton and his allies, attended the performance to protest at Tzara’s unauthorized use of their work. A target was soon engaged: ‘What first triggered pandemonium was an impromptu manifesto by Pierre de Massot: “André Gide killed in action, Pablo Picasso killed in action, Francis Picabia killed in action”’; at this, ‘Breton got out of his seat and stormed the stage. […] He attacked Massot with a cane and ordered him to leave the stage. A bemused audience looked on, thinking this was part of the show, but when Massot responded with choice words of his own, Breton struck with his cane and broke Massot’s left arm.’​[59]​ As the police arrived to restrain Breton, Tzara was denounced as an informer by Breton’s associates in the audience. Paul Éluard demanded that Tzara show himself to answer for this and promptly punched him in the face. As the realization spread that this was not a Dada hoax either, fighting broke out in the hall, spilling into the surrounding streets. Tzara’s Paris adventure thus ended in an audience riot with Breton and Éluard as the main instigators, his first co-conspirators in launching Dada in January 1920. With the theatre manager in despair at the damage to the house, the Soirée did not make its 7 July date.
	Dada was superseded by surrealism, as set out in Breton’s ‘Manifesto of Surrealism’ in 1924, with a dismissal of Dada as merely a precursor to this more serious exploration of the subconscious, the dream state and automatic writing. In 1925, Artaud attempted to take surrealism into the theatre with The Spurt of Blood, a script with requirements that kept it unperformed for forty years. The play needs the hand of God and a hurricane, as ‘two stars collide, and a succession of limbs of flesh fall.  Then feet, hands, scalps, masks, colonnades, porticoes, temples and alembics falling slower and slower.’​[60]​ Artaud called for the destruction of old forms as urgently as any Dadaist. ‘Past masterpieces are fit for the past, they are no good to us’, was an attitude that permeated Dada but are Artaud’s words; in this purge, ‘[w]ritten poetry is valid once and then ought to be torn up’.​[61]​ Artaud saw the dominance of a written script as alien to theatre’s own language, which should make an immediate sensory impact on its audience. If words remain, an equivalence to Hugo Ball’s sound poetry is Artaud’s aim, where ‘sounds, noises and cries are first sought for their vibratory qualities’ (p. 62). Audience jolts are vital, but there need be ‘no language, no words, no mind, nothing. | Nothing except a fine Nervometer’.​[62]​ 
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